RESOLUTION - ACTION REQUESTED 2021-64

MEETING: February 9, 2021

TO: The Board of Supervisors

FROM: Shannon Gadd, Health and Human Services Agency Director

RE: California DHCS Performance Agreement Amendment 18-95254-A01 with Behavioral Health

RECOMMENDATION AND JUSTIFICATION:
Approve Amendment 18-95254-A01 to the multi-year 2018-2021 County Performance Contract (CPC) with the State Department of Health Care Services (DHCS); and authorize the Health and Human Services Agency Director to sign the Amendment, the Contractor Certification Clause Form, and any subsequent amendments (Subject to County Counsel Review and Approval as to Form).

This CPC amendment continues DHCS efforts in streamlining the contracting process for behavioral health federal block grants by integrating the Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (SABG) into the existing CPC.

The CPC Agreement authorizes Mariposa County Behavioral Health to provide community mental health services and Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (SABG) services and sets forth conditions and requirements that the County must meet in providing those services.

This Amendment modifies a performance agreement with the State Department of Health Care Services (DHCS) to include SABG services. The term of this Agreement is July 1, 2018, through June 30, 2021. This performance contract sets forth conditions and requirements that the County must meet in order to receive funding for the Mental Health Services Act (MHSA) programs; the Projects for Assistance in Transitions from Homelessness (PATH) program; the Community Mental Health Services Grant (MHBG); Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (SABG) program; and to provide community mental health services.

BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF BOARD ACTIONS:
The existing Performance Agreement (18-95254) was approved by the Board on October 15, 2019, Resolution 2019-602.

ALTERNATIVES AND CONSEQUENCES OF NEGATIVE ACTION:
Without this Agreement in place, Behavioral Health will be unable to receive MHSA, PATH, and SABG funding or to serve Medi-Cal beneficiaries and claim Medi-Cal reimbursement.
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FINANCIAL IMPACT:
This Performance Agreement governs the provision of services to Mental Health and Substance Use Disorder clients. There is no impact to the General Fund.

ATTACHMENTS:
A01 - STD 213A - Performance - Mariposa - 18-95254 (PDF)
A01 - Exhibit A A1 - Performance - Mariposa - 18-95254 (PDF)
A01 - CCC 042017 - Performance - Mariposa - 18-95254 (PDF)

RESULT: ADOPTED BY CONSENT VOTE [UNANIMOUS]
MOVER: Miles Menetrey, District V Supervisor
SECONDER: Tom Sweeney, District II Supervisors
AYES: Smallcombe, Sweeney, Long, Forsythe, Menetrey